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Guided By Spirits: Magick for the Solitary Magician Jun 11 2020 Guided By Spirits is a Solitary
Magician's guide to Magick. It teaches knowledge of the Spirit Realm and how to contact your very
own Spirit Guides. The book is a beginners take on Magick, Spirituality, and Mystery Schools. This
book will guide you through the basics of increasing your Dharma in this life and finding out about the
Spirit Realm. A long Spiritual Journey lies ahead of you take the first step with this book.
Animal Magick Jun 04 2022 This book shows how to access the spiritual powers of familiars--real or
imagined animals--for personal enrichment. Whether one collects glass animals, dreams about snakes,
or "talks" with an animal already, ANIMAL MAGICK shows how to further develop this connection
for startling magickal results.
Walking a Magic Path Sep 02 2019 Walking a Magic Path is a book for seekers looking for ways to
bring magic into everyday life. Rik Potter guides readers into a deeper understanding of the magic that
lives within each of us, the magic all around us, in the sky above and the earth below.
Lord of Light & Shadow Mar 21 2021 Those interested in the history of myth and religion may be
interested in this examination of the roots of the modern patriarchal religions. It claims they often lie in
the older myths of multi-faceted pagan gods.
A Little Book of Candle Magic Jun 23 2021 Describing the magical uses of candles, as well as colors,
incense, oils, herbs, and stones, D. J. Conway presents spells and rituals for improving your life
materially and spiritually.
Container Magic Feb 06 2020 100+ Spells for Bags, Jars, Sachets & More Capture the magic within
using Charity L. Bedell's original workings rooted in Conjure, Hoodoo, European folk magic, and
modern witchcraft. She lays out the basics for using containers and shares extensive resources, making
it easy to work magic with whatever supplies you have on hand. This book teaches you how to choose
the right container, fill it for specific purposes, and cleanse and dispose of materials. You'll discover
packets and poppets for short-term goals, charm bags for money magic, and witch balls for long-term
protection. Featuring herbal and crystal correspondences, incense and oil formulas, and more, this is
the spellbook you've always wanted.
True Magick Jul 13 2020 Newly revised and expanded to include 100 additional exercises, this
instructional guide traces the history and lore of magick, covers several forms of magick, including
shamanism, Voudun, and Qabala, and explains the basics, such as casting spells safely and ethically.

Original.
Mystical Dragon Magick Apr 02 2022 Soar to Greater Heights with Dragon Magick From
Llewellyn's bestselling author of "Dancing with Dragons" Take your dragon magick to the highest
level. From Apprentice to Enchanter, Shaman to Warrior, and finally culminating as Mystic, the five
levels of initiation to high dragon magick are decoded in this companion to celebrated author D.J.
Conway's bestselling "Dancing with Dragons." On your journey through each of the Inner Rings, you
will be guided along a higher path of spiritual consciousness while your spellwork is strengthened and
enhanced. Discover how to attract dragons, draw on their legendary energy and wisdom, and partner
with them as co-magicians. Incorporate herbal spells, choose appropriate ritual tools and codes, and
find magickal color associations. You will also learn many practical methods for working dragon
magick-using amulets and talismans, planetary powers, divination, crystals, healing, astral projection,
scrying, and more. Praise for "Dancing with Dragons" "A unique, one-of-a-kind tome and a welcome
addition to the growing body of metaphysical lore." —Midwest Book Review "A personal devotion
and an academic work of the highest order." —The Dragon Chronicle (UK) "Dragon-lovers
everywhere will like this book." —Prediction
Magic Words Dec 06 2019 Magic Words: A Dictionary is a oneofakind resource for armchair
linguists, popculture enthusiasts, Pagans, Wiccans, magicians, and trivia nuts alike. Brimming with the
most intriguing magic words and phrases from around the world and illustrated throughout with
magical symbols and icons, Magic Words is a dictionary like no other. More than sevenhundred essay
style entries describe the origins of magical words as well as historical and popular variations and
fascinating trivia. With sources ranging from ancient Medieval alchemists to modern stage magicians,
necromancers, and wizards of legend to miracle workers throughout time, Magic Words is a must have
for any scholar of magic, language, history, and culture.
The Ancient Art of Faery Magick Jan 31 2022 Known as the little people, the ferrishyn, the wee
folk, and the good neighbors, faeries have enchanted humans for centuries. But faeries are much more
than playful sprites who frolic in gardens and dance on flowers by the morning light. There are helper
faeries, trickster faeries, and powerful faeries who enhance magick and play a mighty role in the spirit
world. In The Ancient Art of Faery Magick, best-selling author and magick authority D.J. Conway
explores the history of the faery folk, discusses faery laws and lives, and reveals the ancient secret
faery oracle. She shares spells for invoking faeries for aid in health, love, peace, prosperity, and
protection, and she even describes how to build faery houses and gardens to invite these wonderful
creatures into your home. A comprehensive tome on a bewitching subject, The Ancient Art of Faery
Magick will initiate you into a life filled with faery sparkle and pixie dust.
A Practical Guide to the Runes Nov 04 2019 This guidebook will help you discover the oracular
nature of the runes and how to use them as a magickal tool for insight, protection, and luck.
Der Tanz mit dem Drachen Mar 01 2022
Celtic Magic Nov 09 2022 Many people, not all of Irish descent, have a great interest in the ancient
Celts & the Celtic pantheon, & Celtic Magic is the map they need for exploring this ancient &
fascinating magical culture.
A Little Book of Candle Magic May 03 2022 Describing the magical uses of candles, as well as
colors, incense, oils, herbs, and stones, D. J. Conway presents spells and rituals for improving your life
materially and spiritually.
The Ancient & Shining Ones Oct 28 2021 Here is a handy, comprehensive reference guide to the myths
and deities from ancient religions around the world. Now you can easily find the information you need
to develop your own rituals and worship using the Gods/Goddesses with which you resonate most
strongly. More than a mythological dictionary, this book explains the magical aspects of each deity as
well as various magickal practices. For any cultural/religions background.
Dancing with Dragons Apr 09 2020 In this complete ritual text, readers find practical information for
working with dragons: spells and rituals ranging from simple to advanced workings; calling and
befriending dragons and utilizing their knowledge; designing ritual tools to aid them in using dragon

energy; channeling power using the lines of dragon's breath; and using the true language of dragons in
ritual and spell-casting with herbs, oils, stones, and candles.
Guides, Guardians and Angels Jul 25 2021 We may not see or hear them, but angels and spirit
guides are always with us. From building healthy relationships to attaining career goals to
experiencing spiritual growth, these divine companions are there to lead us down the right path just
when we need their help the most. Popular author D. J. Conway shows you how to develop a personal
and meaningful relationship with your spirit guides to improve your life. Try unique meditations,
guided visualizations, chants, rituals, and spells to connect with power animals, nature spirits, Light
and Shadow angels, and the spirits of friends, family, and even pets. In doing so, you will experience
personal empowerment and tremendous spiritual growth. Enriched by Conway's own experiences, this
book on angels and spirit guides provides unparalleled spiritual guidance, ultimately revealing how the
profound impact of these guardian angels and spirit teachers can bring a sense of peace and direction to
your life.
Runic Palmistry Aug 02 2019 "Runic Palmistry" combines standard palmistry, Norse mythology, and
the runes, using all three to understand a person and his or her path, personality, needs and special
gifts.
Wicca May 23 2021 This is the ultimate guide to the ancient religion of Wicca by best-selling Pagan
author, D. J. Conway. WICCA: THE COMPLETE CRAFT offers a comprehensive overview of
Wiccan philosophy, dispels the common misconceptions, and is a useful primer for practicing Wicca
as a spiritual lifestyle. Included are chapters on sacred space, ritual tools, holy days, meditations and
visualizations, spells and the art of spell casting, as well as terminology.
Crystal Enchantments Sep 26 2021 Unlock the secrets of the crystal healing with this A to Z guide to
100 types of stones. You don’t have to have extensive background in magic to make use of any stone.
In fact, you don’t have to know about magic at all. If you are facing a difficult situation and feel you
need protection and courage, wear garnets. Do you want to attract a lover? Use rose quartz or ruby.
Are you troubled by negative vibrations? Wear, carry, or keep near you black onyx or obsidian. Listing
their physical properties and magical uses, Crystal Enhancements will help guide you in your choice of
stones from Adularia to Zircon. This book will also appeal to those who simply love stones and want
to know more about them.
Moon Magick Aug 06 2022 Each month your energy levels wax and wane just as the Moon does,
sometimes urging you to start new projects and other times easing you towards quiet and
contemplation. Whether the Moon is making you feel adventurous and productive or dreamy and
lethargic, you can use its energy to work for you instead of against you. In this enduring classic,
bestselling author D.J. Conway explains how each of the 13 lunar months is directly connected to a
different type of seasonal energy flow. With 79 modern Pagan rituals for tapping the Moon's energy
and celebrating its phases, you'll improve your physical, emotional, and spiritual well-being when you
align yourself with the natural strength of the Moon. Moon Magick features a treasury of practical
lunar magick and lore: —Seasonal recipes, decorations, and crafts —Lunar meditations, spells, and
lore —Moon mythology, correspondences, and symbols —Goddesses & Gods and ancient holidays
Praise: "A great book. Moon Magick is a wonderful resource . . . a varied and rich collection of lore,
recipes, and activities." —NEW AGE RETAILER “A wealth of magical material which can easily be
incorporated into everyday life.” —CIRCLE NETWORK NEWS “An excellent resource for all
practitioners.” —MAGICAL BLEND
By Oak, Ash, & Thorn Nov 16 2020 Take one part of the world''s oldest spiritual system (shamanism),
mix in one part of one of the world''s most popular spiritual cultures (the Celts), and bring it up to date
by blending in modern forms of shamanism. The result is one of the most amazing books you''ll ever
use, D. J. Conway''s By Oak, Ash, & Thorn. This book is filled with information that can start you on a
lifetime of study, practice, and spirituality. First, you''ll learn about ancient and modern forms of
shamanism. You''ll discover the secrets of the three shamanic worlds, and how you can travel through
these mysterious realms. You''ll be shown how to communicate and deal with the entities and allies

you meet there. You''ll also learn about the tools that a shaman uses. The thing that makes this book
unique is that it comes from the viewpoint of Celtic shamanism, and not some generalized form. As a
result, the worlds are specifically Celtic in nature. The tools come from Celtic myth and lore. The fifty
entities you meet are named and defined as the Faery Folk and their kin ? from the Bean sidhe
(banshee) to the Will o'' the Wisp (a faery who appears at night in lonely places carrying a lantern to
confuse travellers). Almost fifty more animal allies are listed and described. You will also learn the
mysteries of the vision quest and how it applies and can be used by Celtic shamans. Before starting
your journey you will take a test to determine your strengths and weaknesses as a potential shaman.
Other topics include: - Shamanic Healing - Soul Retrieval - Shape-shifting - Invisibility - Divination
with stones, the omen stick and the Ogam alphabet - Pathworking through the three shamanic worlds Different forms of Celtic magic - Herbs This only begins to hint at everything that you can learn from
this book. Get your copy today.
Magical Folkhealing Apr 21 2021 Discover Authentic Folk Magic Passed Down through Generations
Packed with natural remedies and recipes from bestselling author D. J. Conway and her grandmother,
this book is a magical formulary that everyone—from beginners to established practitioners—can use
to make life better. You'll learn how to use a wide variety of herbs and oils for spiritual, emotional, and
mental health and healing. Magical Folkhealing provides more than one hundred commonly known
herbs and their associated planets, elements, deities, and zodiac signs, as well as their basic powers and
specific uses. This user-friendly guide also teaches you how to simplify your rituals, use special tools
and tables for improved prep work, apply oils and aromatherapy for specific needs, and much more.
Featuring everything from herbal teas and tinctures to massage oils and stones, this book is an
indispensable resource for healing.
Celtic Myth & Magick Aug 14 2020 Tap into the mythic power of the Celtic goddesses, gods, heroes,
and heroines to aid your spiritual quests and magickal goals. Human and divine energies complement
each other; when joined, they become a potent catalyst for true magick and change. Celtic Myth &
Magick describes the energies of over 300 cross-referenced Celtic deities and heroic figures so you can
quickly determine which one can best help you in attaining specific goals through magick—such as
greater prosperity (Cernunnos), glowing health (Airmid), or a soul partner (Aengus MacOg). This
guidebook explains how to use creative Pagan ritual and pathworking to align yourself with the energy
of these powerful archetypes. Undertake three magickal quests to the inner plane—where you’ll join
forces with Cuchulain, Queen Maeve, and Merlin the Magician to bring their energies directly into
your life. This inspiring, well-researched book is written especially for solitary Pagans who seek to
expand the boundaries of their practice to form working partnerships with the divine.
Dragon Magick Sep 14 2020 Discover how to work magic with the mighty dragon clans in this
powerful book from bestselling author and dragon expert, D. J. Conway. Perfect for beginners and
experienced dragon handlers alike, this book first covers the basics of dragons and magic, and then
provides detailed information about the thirty-three clans. Explore each dragon's coloring, eye
differences, claw, wing, and scale shape, and personality. Learn about the clans' different
communication styles and how they approach honor, respect, and more. This marvelous book opens
the doors to the world of dragons and allows you to soar with them to new heights of magic.
Magick of the Gods and Goddesses May 11 2020 Magick of the Gods and Goddesses is a handy,
comprehensive reference guide to the myths and deities from ancient religions around the world. You
can easily find the information you need to develop your own rituals and worship using the
gods/goddesses with which you resonate most strongly. More than just a mythological dictionary,
Magick of the Gods and Goddesses explains the magickal aspects of each deity and explores such
practices as witchcraft, ceremonial magick, shamanism, and the Qabala. It also discusses the
importance of ritual and what makes magick work.
Magickal Mystical Creatures Jan 19 2021 Here is an occult encyclopedia of over two hundred
magickal creatures, from pookas and green men to gorgons and gargoyles. Included are their history,
symbolism, appearance, associated traits, and magickal abilities. More important, however, is the

included information on how to use the energies and talents of these creatures to empower your
magickal workings, rituals, and meditations. Use the secrets of these creatures to eliminate barriers
blocking your magickal and personal progress.
The Big Little Book of Magick Dec 18 2020 Whether you are searching for love, seeking abundance, or
looking to right a wrong, the ancient powers of magick are all around us, always ready to positively
influence events through willpower and ritual—conscious intention and precise performance.
Bestselling author D. J. Conway shows how to integrate magickal practices into your daily life and
reap the benefits of their richly diverse potential in this omnibus edition of four popular titles in the
Little Book of Magic series. Altar Magick: Creating an altar helps us become more receptive to the
sacred. Learn where and how to build an altar, what to include, and how it can focus and enhance your
spiritual practice at home. Candle Magick: Candle burning is a simple yet powerful practice, and a
potent form of sympathetic magick. Learn how to choose the type and color of candles appropriate for
selected spells and rituals. Pendulum Magick: The pendulum is an ancient tool used in divining,
healing, and decision making. Learn how to make a pendulum and harness its power for gaining
insight into the future. Healing Magick: The practice of blending magick with healing is older than
recorded history. Learn the most effective magickal means of restoring or achieving good health, using
spells, rituals, affirmations, visualizations, herbs, talismans and amulets, and runes. Together, these
information-packed volumes provide a diverse, extensive look at four types of modern-day magick.
Filled with diagrams, charts, and drawings, this enlightening series of guides is a must-have for anyone
looking to enliven, enrich, and enchant their everyday existence.
Magical Folkhealing Nov 28 2021 Discover magical wisdom that has been passed down through
generations in this guide to using herbs for spiritual, emotional, and mental health and healing. Packed
with natural remedies and recipes from D.J. Conway and her grandmother, this book is a magical
formulary that anyone can use to make life better. Magical Folkhealing features a variety of herbs and
provides their associated planet, element, deities, and zodiac signs, as well as their basic powers and
specific uses. This beginner-friendly handbook also teaches you how to simplify your rituals, use
special tools and tables for improved prep work, apply oils and aromatherapy for specific needs, and
much more. From herbal teas and tinctures to massage oils and stones, this guide is an indispensable
resource for healing.
Dancing with Dragons Jul 05 2022 Why do all cultures, distant and diverse, have similar tales of
dragons? Universal wisdom confirms dragons have interacted with people since time
immemorial—they call to us, pique our curiosity, and arouse our fears. These mystical beasts are real
and their power, their influence, and especially their magick can be captured. Building upon rituals and
drawing on their energy, learn to befriend these inspirational creatures and become partners with them
on a spiritual journey. Move with them, learn from them, dance in perfect human/dragon syncopation.
Praise: "A unique, one-of-a-kind tome and a welcome addition to the growing body of metaphysical
lore."—Midwest Book Review "A personal devotion and an academic work of the highest
order."—The Dragon Chronicle (UK) "Dragon-lovers everywhere will like this book."—Prediction
Das keltischen Drachen-Tarot Oct 16 2020
Norse Magic Sep 07 2022 Elves and dwarves, gnomes and frost giants. . . Norse mythology is filled
with tales of such supernatural beings, nature spirits, and powerful deities. Many people know that the
Norse people were fierce warriors, but did you know that they were powerful magicians as well? Norse
Magic has everything you need to learn in order to begin practicing Norse spirituality. Discover the
history and religion of the Vikings, including Norse mythology, seasonal festivals, and magical
techniques. If you are interested in practicing Norse Wicca, you'll learn about the three-fold goddess
and the god, as well as how to celebrate the holidays, all from the perspective of Norse Paganism.
Discover the secrets of herb magic, cauldron magic, cord magic, elf magic, dwarf magic, and more.
These magical techniques are presented in a clear, step-by-step format. The practice of Norse magic
enlists the help of the Asa-Gods, Light Elves and good Dwarves. It elicits aid from dead ancestors and
the rulers of the Elements. It is an active magic, reserved for participants, not bystanders. In order to

work the magic of this system you must attune yourself to the powers of the Elements, calling upon the
Asa-Gods and other supernatural beings.Norse Magic includes complete instructions, exercises, and
rituals for this technique. The Norse Pagans were one of the last European societies to convert to
Christianity, but their Pagan mythology and magic survived and continues to thrive.Norse Magic is
your key to the study and practice of this powerful and ancient spiritual system.
A Little Book of Healing Magic Oct 04 2019 D. J. Conway introduces some of the most effective and
commonly practiced magical means of restoring good health: easy-to-use spells and rituals,
affirmations, visualizations, meditation, music, herbs, talisman and amulets, saints and deities, aura,
long-distance healing, color, altars, and runes.
Advanced Celtic Shamanism Dec 30 2021 The four paths of shamanism--healer, bard, warrior, and
mystic--are used to translate Celtic spirituality into a usable form for seekers.
Druids Feb 17 2021 Discover the beauty of their ancient religion and power of their magic, when you
read "The Truth About the Druids" by Tadhg MacCrossan. The word "Druid" evokes images of
ancient wizards and wonder-workers from old Irish sagas or Welsh legends. The Druids have been
credited as engineers of Stonehenge and the shamans of pre-Celtic Western Europe. Some believe they
may have even been the priests of the Lost Tribes of ancient Israel. Others have credited them with
Pythagorean philosophy, Cabala, mysteries of the Goddess, Buddhism, Runes, and Wicca. But these
popular characterizations are not accurate representations of factual history. Just who, then, were the
Druids? What did they teach? What did they do? "The Truth About the Druids" answers these
questions and many more. You will learn: -The oral tradition and the Druidic class -Celtic origins Celtic religion and mythology -Druidic festivals and clothing -Celtic magic -Neo-druidism since the
1700s -The future of Druidism "The Truth About the Druids "is much more than just a history. It also
shows how the Earth-honoring tradition of the Druids is being revived all over the world. Now you can
travel back to an ancient time in old Ireland before Patrick came to spread the religion of the Latin
language. Find out just how you can use the time-honored beliefs on your spiritual path. Filled with
legends and lore, factual history, and myth, "The Truth About the Druids" will help you find new ways
to enhance your spirituality, improve your relationship with the Earth, and build your link to the
Divine. Get "The Truth About the Druids" today.
Llewellyn's Magical Sampler Jul 01 2019 Raymond Buckland • Scott Cunningham • Silver
RavenWolf • Ted Andrews • Don Michael Kraig • Edain McCoy • D.J. Conway • John Michael Greer
• Sandra Kynes • Ember Grant • Donald Tyson • Dr. Jonn Mumford The Best Spells, Rituals, and Ideas
from Llewellyn’s Magical Almanac, a bestselling magical resource since 1990 Delve into the brilliant
minds of the most popular magical writers, and discover powerful tips, techniques, and lore for
important esoteric topics. With more than seventy articles organized according to the four elements,
this book is an indispensible collection of magical ideas for casual magic users and aficionados alike.
Money and Prosperity • Auras and Crystals • Folklore and Faeries • Totems and Sacred Animals •
Dreams and Magical Symbols • Runes and Tarot • Ceremonies and Rituals • Spiritual Protection •
Psychic Awareness • and Much More
A Little Book of Pendulum Magic Oct 08 2022 Another little magical book from D. J. Conway-only
this one really swings.
Natural Magic Mar 09 2020 Before formal religion there was magic, and to this day there are people
who purport to perform 'miracles' with the aid of magical powers derived from nature or the spirit
realm. These powers are still out there to be tapped into by us. All you need is the knowledge and
know-how contained in Natural Magic. The book reveals: • How to become a natural magician, using
knowledge gathered over thousands of years by magicians and mystic alike. • Techniques employing
plants, trees, crystals and incense along with meditation, ritual, chanting and dreams. • The tools to
give expression to your creativity and beliefs. • A wide range of methods to bring about positive
changes in your life. Natural Magic will set you on the path to self discovery.
A Witch's Travel Guide to Astral Realms Aug 26 2021 Witchcraft.
Maiden, Mother, Crone Jan 07 2020 MAIDEN, MOTHER, CRONE presents the Trinity as ancient

symbols of the Goddess, predating Christianity by thousands of years. The book explores longstanding
myths and symbols, illuminating ancient, universal human challenges that still exist today. Together
with in-depth explanations of goddess archetypes and their relevance to 20th century living, this book
will lead you to a state of conscious awareness that can change your life.
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